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recent scarring from childbirth and green eyes not blue,and a large spur on her wrist from an
impact at her work .very noticable,.Not very accurate.
Why didn't DR BURKE make these observations himself and list them.
One would have thought this should have been a standard procedure.
Now why didn't DR BURKE make himself aware of all the water and other circumstance's
surrounding her death before they had made their judgement on such, the professionalism
observed leaves a lot to be desired.
Now in relation to Dr Burke' opinion,as said before,was he made aware of what went on in the
bathroom for 3hrs ending up with all water in the lungs & her airways full of water, & the
ambulance officer's statement of copius amounts of fluids obstruction of such,we don't think
so,AND WHY NOT.proving there was no investigations.
Why was
body released for cremation so soon when unascertained, when they have
other alternatives.Was there an application for the release of
and if so why the rush.
Why did not Dr Burke attend the inquest & attempt to explain his prognosis to all.
Why when lungs were twice their weight were no fluid samples kept.Coroner wrote
back,because it was a home death.proving there was no investigations.
Were blood hair & other samples kept for further investigation of unascertained death.
Why did DR Burke make no mention of Ambulance officers concerns of flooded airways & excess
fluid to collaborate his findings of flooded lungs & flattening of theGYRI.Or the TOXICOLOGY
information in his summary.BECAUSE HE DIDN'T DO HIS JOB.proving there was no investigations.
DR M P Burke' autopsy report makes a small mention of pulmonary oedema & flattening of the
gyri page7 item3 but makes no further mention of this.
He settled for UNASCERTAINED and (((appears))) to have died from sudden cardiac arrhythmia.
Another item of interest of DR M P Burke' is that there was nothing untoward found in the
stomach or bowel,so now you have to wonder the need for a colonoscopy in the first place.
These are the reasons we are not interested in Dr Burke opinion.
Regards.Doug
Sheridan.
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